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Our Mission
Since 1995, the mission of the Carolina Climbers Coalition has been to protect,
preserve, and expand climbing access in the Carolinas and beyond.
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A Message From Our President
and Our Executive Director
AJ Jackson, Mike Reardon

At the Carolina Climbers Coalition, everything we have
achieved for regional climbing over the past 26 years, we
have done thanks to YOU. You are the Carolina Climbers
Coalition. Collectively, you have helped form the climbing
community, you have helped gain climbing access to new
places, and you have helped sustain the great climbing
lands of the Carolinas and beyond. You have helped us pull
together the community to expand climbing opportunities
and take care of the cliffs and crags that we all adore.
The climbing community’s role in stewardship has far
reaching implications for the future of our climbing spaces.
In its most basic sense, it’s the parking lot where your
adventure begins, it’s the sustainable trails that connect
you to the crags and boulders you cherish, it’s the fixed
hardware that allows access to otherwise unprotectable
routes, it’s care for the sensitive environments that call the
rocks home, and it’s the landing or staging area around
that boulder or route.
Less obvious is the role stewardship plays in nurturing
relationships. It’s team building among volunteers and
helps solidify our relationships with land managers or land
owners as a form of reciprocity for the use of their shared
lands. Stewardship builds community. Community builds
access through stewardship. It’s a revolving cycle that is
kept in motion by so many, including you.
We collectively work in this cycle because we have seen in
our personal experiences how climbing can be a catalyst
for human empowerment, for conservation, and for
interpersonal growth. Climbing is a powerful tool in all of
our lives, and at the Carolina Climbers Coalition, we are
honored to give the gift of outdoor climbing opportunities
to you, to us, and to future generations.

Photo above: AJ Jackson (right)
presenting the father/ daughter
stewards Erin and Tim Martin
with our 2021 Kayah Gaydish
Stewardship Award.

Photo below: Mike Reardon in
November 2021, when we cohosted a ribbon cutting for the
Chimney Rock Village Boulders
Trail. The new trail was built this
year as a new climbing access
area by our C4 Team
and partners.
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Areas you helped the CCC
purchase and own:
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Laurel Knob
Hidden Valley
Rumbling Bald West
Buckeye Knob

Sauratown
Big Rock
Barn Boulders
Asheboro
Little Bearwallow Falls
Eagle Rock
Melrose Mountain
Pumpkintown
Chimney Rock Village Boulders
Rocky Fork
Whiteside Cove
McKinney Gap Boulders
Weaver Knob Boulders
Stony Mt Vineyard

Stewardship
Volunteerism and giving back to our crags is a
keystone to our mission. Thank you for being
a part of that. You helped 873 stewards in 2021
alone. These stewards built trails, made existing
trails more sustainable, removed graffiti, carried
out trash, monitored sensitive species, improved
parking lots, and replaced aging fixed hardware.
You helped us tally 5756 hours given to serving or
crags and boulder fields!

Photo below: REI, CCC, and Inner
Peaks teamed up for a crag clean
up at Crowders Mt. State Park

Photo above: CCC stewards working to
create the new trail at Stony Mountain
Vineyard Boulders, where we confirmed
new climbing access in 2021

873 Stewards, 5756 Stewardship hours

Stewardship
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In 2021, you helped 138 rotting
bolts get replaced on our cliffs!
Climbers trust their lives to bolts, and
replacing aging hardware is critical
for safety. It also makes the climbing
experience more enjoyable; clipping
a rotting carbon steel bolt vs a nice
stainless bolt certainly can affect
performance! Pictured is Shannon
Millsaps, the CCC’s South Mountains
Representative, replacing aging
hardware on Rumbling Bald’s Spry
Look. The Access Fund and American
Safe Climbing Association helped fund
some of our bolt replacement costs
this year.

138 Bad Bolts Replaced
After
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Before

Stewardship

Before

After

Our Carolina Climbers Conservation
Corps (C4 Team) was formed in 2020 to
hire trail builders to help us steward
our lands and build new trails to new
climbing destinations. Additionally, our
Crag Stewards Program program was
formed in 2021 to empower a dedicated
crag steward for each of our climbing
areas.
Some numbers from the C4 Program
plus our Crag Steward Program that you
helped create:

3 miles of new trail built
11 miles of trail
maintained
3200 lbs of trash
removed

Our C4 Team works with groups like the French Broad
River Academy on various stewardship initiatives.
Pictured here we cleaned up an old dump site to
create new public access at the McKinney Gap
Boulders. Below our team is building stone steps on
the new Chimney Rock Village Boulders Trail

Stewardship
Graffiti removal has become
a continuous staple of our
stewardship work. In 2021,
you helped us remove
graffiti at Eagle Rock
(pictured), Dixon School
Boulders, Beacon Heights,
221 corridor, and Hanging
Rock State Park. In 2021,
we removed 39 graffiti sites!

Before
After

39 graffiti sites removed

Stewardship
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To protect access to our
cliffs, and to ensure that
climbers are not causing
negative effects on rare
species, we work with
biologists and volunteers to
monitor rare species. NC Wildlife Resource
Commision, SC Department of Natural
Resources, Rocky Fork State Park, and Mars
Hill College have all been great partners in
conserving rare species.

“Our recent site visit to Big Lost Cove’s Peregrine
Falcon eyrie was another great example of how CCC
is a leader in protecting climbing access and wildlife
habitat through land manager partnerships and
balanced, science-based solutions.”
-Zachary Lesch Huie, Access Fund

18 rare species monitored
Biologists and CCC conducting a bio study of the boulders near
Pumpkintown, in hopes of opening them to climbing for future
generations.

Community
Access Partners:

NC State Parks, SC State Parks, TN State
Parks, Pisgah and Nantahala National
Forest, Blue Ridge Parkway, Southeastern
Trust for Parks and Land, Town of Lake
Lure, Conserving Carolina, YMCA Camp
Hanes, Access Fund, Conservation Fund,
NC Gamelands, Naturaland Trust, Village
of Chimney Rock, Whiteside Cove Cabins,
Town of Tryon, B.R.A.G., NC Wildlife
Resource Commision, SC Department of
Natural Resources
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Boots-on-the-ground stewardship
support:

French Broad River Academy, The American
Adventure Service Corps (TAASC), Brown
Girls Climb, Inner Peaks, SOAR Academy,
Christ School, Climb@ Blue Ridge

Organizations we supported:

Outdoor Afro, YMCA Camp Hanes,
Naturaland Trust, Pisgah Nantahala Forest
Partnership, J.E.D.I. Training
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TAASC students and parents helping our C4 Team
build the new McKinney Gap trail, leading to newly
accessible boulders.

We pay $5,000 annually to YMCA Camp Hanes to keep
Sauratown cliffs open to climbing. These funds are
used toward scholarships for campers who normally
would not have access to the camp experience.

Community
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In 2021, the CCC hosted or took part in 27
community events. These events were made
possible by you, the climbing community.
Whether it was a screening at a local business,
gym competition benefiting our work, access
celebration at a crag you helped open, or a meet
up, we are glad you were a part of it.
A few stand-out events this year include:
• Access Celebrations
• SC Climbers Fest
• Hound Ears Triple Crown
• Break the Nose at Inner Peaks
• Night at the Museum at Black Dome
• Redpoint Ruckus at Progression Climbing
• Buckeye Celebration at Booneshine Brewing
• Reel Rock at Riveter and Climb @ Blue Ridge

27 Community Events

Inner Peaks’ Break the Nose event raised over
$3000 for stewardship and access

Signing up new CCC members at the Buckeye Knob
acquisition close out celebration at Booneshine
Brewery

Community

Our Business Supporters:
$10,000+:
Trango Climbing and Tenaya Climbing
Rutherford County TDA
$5,000+:
REI
Southeastern Trust for Parks and Land
Dr. Dave
$1,000+:
Inner Peaks, Access Fund, Beanstalk Builders,
TAASC, Fox Mountain Guides, American
Alpine Club, Ground Up Publishing, Climb@
Blue Ridge, Brayack Media, Rumbling Bald
on Lake Lure, The Riveter, ReGear Outdoors,
Mike and Suzanne McGalis Foundation,
Project Rock, Mountain Home Caretakers,
Black Dome Mountain Sports, Booneshine
Brewery, Progression Climbing, Eric Janecek

Chimney Rock Village Boulders is a new access
area that we confirmed with Chimney Rock
Village’s backing in 2020. We completed the
trail build with our C4 Team in 2021. Rutherford
County TDA supplied a $10,000 grant for this trail
building and access project. It is now open to your
climbing and hiking enjoyment.

$500+:
Misty Mountain Threadworks, NC
Outdoor Adventures, Triangle Rock
Club, Mast General Store
$250+ or In-Kind:
Mountain Biz Works, Ground Up
Collective, Scarpa, Rab, Millsaps
Creative, Fixed Line Media, Pisgah
Mountain Builders, Headwater
Environmental, Cardinal Point
Construction, Pisgah Climbing and
Outdoor Guides, Food For Adventures

Community

Annual membership means that you are
commited to sustaining public climbing
access, community, and stewardship. We
offer an economically equitable sliding
scale of annual memberships from $15$1,000. Membership is also how you stay
in tune with Carolina climbing news,
access achievements, policy, and events.
We now have 802 annual members, but
the lands we maintain and open serve
tens of thousands of climbers. The CCC
is a 501c3 charitable nonprofit and your
donations are tax deductible. Thank you,
active annual CCC members!

802 Annual Members

CCC Members and volunteers at our 4th annual
South Carolina Climbers Festival after a day of
clinics and stewardship.
Photo: Appalachian Adventures

Update your CCC membership at
carolinaclimbers.org or scanning above
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Supporter Spotlight- Trango

Trango Climbing has been an amazing partner with the CCC for years. This year, Trango
supported our C4 Team and our access efforts with over $12,000 in donations. These funds
went directly to our access and stewardship work. Without support from businesses
like Trango, we would not be able to maintain existing access at our climbing spaces or
expand permissible climbing access to new areas. Thank you Trango!

Thanks to Trango’s support, we
were able to open the Stony
Mountain Vineyard Boulders to
climbing access this year. Pictured
is the first trail day at Stony
Mountain, building the trail to the
newly accessible boulders.

Access
In the past two years, we have opened five new
climbing areas, including Rocky Fork’s White
House Cliffs (pictured). When opening a new
area to climbing, we focus on how access can be
sustainable, equitable, and make sense for the
climbing resource and community it serves. It is a
lot of work, but you help make it possible.
Photo: Oya Bermek on the first ascent of
“Crimptic, 5.11a”, established in a ground up
style just this past October at Rocky Fork’s
Whitehouse Cliffs. This is one of 65 routes (5.75.12) established at Rocky Fork since we opened
the area to climbing last year.
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Access

The Moores Wall parking expansion was a three year
project in total. Thank you for helping us complete it
this year! REI, the Access Fund, Friends of Sauratown,
and Hanging Rock State Park were all big supporters
of this multi-year project.

4 parking lots built or improved
This year, in partnership with Southeastern Trust for
Parks and Land, you helped us build this new parking
lot and a 1 mile trail to the McKinney Gap Boulders in
Burnsville, NC. The site of this parking lot was formally
a dumpsite that we cleaned up, including thousands
of lbs of trash, 43 tires, and a stuffed unicorn.

Unless you have a crag in
your back yard, chances are
you need a place to park.
We focus on equitable and
sustainable access by working
with land managers and
raising funds to give climbers
a place to park. This year, we
improved or built 4 parking
lots including Moores Wall,
McKinney Gap Boulders,
Hidden Valley, and Big Rock.
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Access

3 new climbing areas opened

The Weaver Knob Boulders are our
latest access project, made possible
by you! You are helping us build
trails and a new parking lot.

Just this year, you helped us open three
new climbing areas! The McKinney Gap
Boulders and the Weaver Knob Boulders
are both within the Bald Mountain Creek
Preserve, owned by the Southeastern
Trust for Parks and Land. 200+ boulder
problems exist. Our C4 Team has worked
diligently to construct needed trails to
these areas. Weaver Knob Trail is still
under construction and we need your
help! REI, Southeastern Trust, the Access
Fund, and the American Alpine Club have
all supported this project.

Access

Thanks to your support, we were able to work with Stony Mountain Vineyards and a private land owner to
build trail and create a new bouldering access area! Our C4 Team built the new trail this year with your help!

It’s a rare opportunity that we get to create new
climbing access in the Piedmont, even better
when it’s a previously un-climbed new area that
is easily accessible to North Carolina’s three
largest metropolitan areas. Stony Mountain
Vineyard, nestled among the low, rocky remnants
of the Uwharrie Mountains offered this unique
opportunity. You can now test your skills on the
170+ new boulder problems that have been put
up, and continue to be put up, all in the last year.
When the day is done be sure to enjoy some wine
or beer on the vineyards back deck, overlooking the
picturesque Yadkin/Pee Dee valley.

Thank you!!!

Thanks to YOU, the Carolina Climbers Coalition owns and maintains public
access to Laurel Knob, pictured here, the tallest rock face in eastern America.

